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Standard 1: (Type or paste in standard here – Standards are located on Portfolio Rubric)

• List the activities/experiences you have included for this standard (Include 1-3 depending on your endorsement program. Refer to the list of portfolio expectations)
First Activity for Standard 1

• Describe the activity/experience
• Tell how the activity/experience addressed or helped you gain knowledge and expertise in this standard
First Activity/Artifact for Standard 1

• Cut/paste, post your artifact for the activity/experience here
• Describe the artifact and tell your 2-3 specific key learnings from the activity /experience
Second Activity for Standard 1

• Describe the activity/experience
• Tell how the activity/experience addressed or helped you gain knowledge and expertise in this standard
Second Activity/Artifact for Standard 1

• Cut/paste, post your artifact for the activity/experience here
• Describe the artifact and tell your 2-3 specific key learnings from the activity /experience
Standard 2: (Type or paste in standard here – Standards are located on Portfolio Rubric)

• List the activities/experiences you have included for this standard (from 1-3 depending on your endorsement program. See the list of expectations)
First Activity for Standard 2

• Describe the activity/experience
• Tell how the activity/experience addressed or helped you gain knowledge and expertise in this standard
First Activity/Artifact for Standard 2

• Cut/paste, post your artifact for the activity/experience here
• Describe the artifact and tell your 2-3 specific key learnings from the activity/experience
Second Activity for Standard 2

• Describe the activity/experience
• Tell how the activity/experience addressed or helped you gain knowledge and expertise in this standard
Second Activity/Artifact for Standard 2

• Cut/paste, post your artifact for the activity/experience here
• Describe the artifact and tell your 2-3 specific key learnings from the activity /experience
• Continue per this example for ALL of the Standards for your endorsement program – refer to rubric for the Standards.

• Then work on the remainder of the slides
3 Examples of “Best Work” from Courses

• List the 3 assignments/projects that you completed during your endorsement program coursework that were the most meaningful or valuable for you.

(Indicate whether any of these were already included as an activity/artifact on any previous slides)
“Best Work” Example 1

• Describe the assignment/project
• In which class did you complete this assignment/project?
“Best Work” Example 1

• Cut/paste, post the assignment/project here

• What were your key learnings?

• How did this assignment/project help you develop knowledge and expertise and for which Standards?
“Best Work” Example 2

• Describe the assignment/project
• In which class did you complete this assignment/project?
“Best Work” Example 2

• Cut/paste, post the assignment/project here

• What were your key learnings?

• How did this assignment/project help you develop knowledge and expertise and for which Standards?
“Best Work” Example 3

• Describe the assignment/project
• In which class did you complete this assignment/project?
“Best Work” Example 3

• Cut/paste, post the assignment/project here

• What were your key learnings?

• How did this assignment/project help you develop knowledge and expertise and on which Standards?
Areas of Growth

• List and briefly describe 3 areas in which you feel you experienced significant growth during the endorsement program
Goal(s) for Continuous Growth

• Describe 1 or 2 areas in which you hope to continue to learn and develop expertise
Final Notes/Comments

• Add anything else you would like to share relative to the endorsement program